
Full-Stack Developer

Brand42 is an award-winning agency with a diverse range of clients, from AAT, Alfa Systems and FAIRR 
Initiative, to MailOnline, VisitBritain, CNN International and Top Gear.  We provide effective design and 
digital solutions across many areas, from branding to packaging and print to digital, across a wide range of 
business sectors.

About us 

The Role

Requirements & Skills

Contact If this sounds like the right opportunity for you please send your CV and relevant websites, 
GitHub account or portfolio of sites you have worked on to: jobs@brand42.co.uk 

• 3+ years relevant experience.
• Comfortable working HTML, CSS/SASS and Vanilla Javascript.
• Good understanding of cross browser development and responsive-design.
• Proficient in at least two development stacks, like LAMP or MEAN, preferably including technologies 

such as Linux, NodeJS, PHP, mySQL or MongoDB.
• Some experience with Cloud based computing, and serverless setups, preferably AWS.
• Experience of working in a modern front end framework such as Angular or Vue. 
• Experience with build systems and process runners such as Grunt, Gulp and Webpack.
• Able to build against or implement an API.
• Experience of working with version control especially git.
• A good understanding of technical production processes and delivery mechanisms such as continuous 

integration and version controlled deployments.
• Some understanding of basic DevOps for websites, such as SSL and DNS.
• A great eye for detail and drive to create market leading solutions.

Beneficial to the role but not essential:
• Experience working in an agency in a client facing role and environment.
• Involvement in Open Source projects.
• Practical knowledge of OOP in any language.
• Photoshop/sketch experience is ideal but not essential.
• Experience of leading a team and building morale to help foster the production of exceptional work.
• Experience of working with teams as well as under your own initiative.
• Knowledge of unit testing, preferably Jasmine, and an understanding of the importance of test driven 

development.

This is an exciting opportunity for the right candidate to shape and grow the development team at Brand42.

We’re looking for an ambitious and experienced Full Stack Developer to join our team. Being part of a 
collaborative creative agency you will be involved in all stages of a project, with the opportunity to contribute 
throughout and help us make the right technical decisions. We’re technology-agnostic so we’re not tied 
to a particular stack - we pick the right solution for each individual project, and are always looking for new 
technologies which can deliver outstanding future-proof results for our clients.  

You’ll be responsible for delivering cutting edge digital experiences for our clients and the process and 
infrastructure that comes with this. We’re looking for someone who’s able to learn new technologies quickly, 
effectively troubleshoot problems, has an excellent understanding of best practices and keeps a keen eye on 
future trends.

You’ll be capable of mentoring and inspiring the development team, and will have a positive and solution-
orientated approach, with the ability to work at pace and under pressure when required (though this 
shouldn’t be too often!). 

This is a mid-senior role and while you don’t need any fancy qualifications, relevant professional experience 
is a must.

Brand42 London, UK - Permanent - Full Time - £50K–£60K
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